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I. INTRODUCTION 
A condition often used in measure theory and probability theory is uniform 
absolute continuity of a sequence of measures or uniform integrability of a 
sequence of random variables. In this note we shall show that for a uniformly 
bounded sequence of measures on a probability space (Q, Z, P), there is a 
subsequence that almost has the above property-it converges weakly outside 
sets of small measure; moreover there is a weak-weak limit (which we call 
the w2 limit) of this subsequence. As a result, there is a subsequence that is 
uniformly absolutely continuous outside arbitrarily small bites from Q. It 
appears that working with this uniform continuity and letting the bites slide 
toward a negligible set is a useful technique. Stated precisely, we have the 
following compactness result: I f  (pn) is uniformly bounded and each pn is 
P-continuous, then there exists a subsequence (pni) and a measure p such 
that pni -w2 CL, that is, there exists a decreasing sequence of sets B, , P(B,) --+ 0, 
such that pn.(A) -+ p(A), whenever A is contained in Q - Bi for some i. 
In addition, d2 limits are unique and P-continuous (see (c) of the Biting Lemma). 
The existence of a subsequence that is uniformly absolutely continuous 
outside bites B, ((b) of the Biting Lemma) was first proved by Chacon [4] 
and later, independently, by Rosenthal [lo]. Our lemma extends this result 
by establishing the existence of a zua limit and by obtaining a finitely additive 
version. 
To demonstrate the utility of the Biting Lemma, we present three applications. 
The first is a very short proof of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem for additive 
set functions (Theorem I). The next application concerns a theorem of 
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Dieudonne [6], which states that a sequence of regular measures on a compact 
metrizable space, which converges on open sets, converges on all Bore1 sets. 
We extend this to additive set functions defined on a normal topological space, 
and more generally to abstract measure spaces (Theorem 2 and its corollaries). 
The proof is a modification of a recent proof in Brooks [2], in which an extension 
of Dieudonne’s theorem is given; one of the modifications is the use of the 
additive version (a) of the Biting Lemma. Lastly, we give a short proof of a 
result due to Akcoglu and Sucheston [l] concerning the existence of an exact 
dominant for a superadditive process; this is the critical step in proving the 
ergodic theorem for superadditive processes. Kingman [8] first proved the 
subadditive ergodic theorem for point transformation. Rosenthal [lo] has 
obtained other applications of the Biting Lemma, among them a martingale 
decomposition theorem. 
Throughout this paper, .Z, the domain of definition of the set functions, 
is a u-algebra of subsets of a set IR; all sets will belong to Z. A measure is a 
countably additive signed set function; the term additive will refer to a finitely 
additive set function. 1 p 1 denotes the total variation of t.~. The set function h 
will always be positive. A sequence of additive functions (p,J is uniformly 
bounded if sup,,= 1 pJE)I < co; (CL,) is uniformly absolutely continuous with 
respect to X (uac h) if for every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that 1 pln(A)I < E 
for all II whenever X(A) < 6, that is CL,, < h uniformly in n. We say a sequence 
(p,J, each pn < h, conwerges wa to IL, in symbols: t.+, -& p, if: (1) There is a 
sequence B, L B, h(B,) -+ 0 such that if A C 52 - Bi = BiC for some i, 
then pa(A) + p(A); (2) / p J(B) = 0. Note the dependence of the definition 
on h; of course, in the case of measures, iffn = dp,ldA and f = dp/dA, we write 
fn -""f. 
We shall make repeated use of a theorem due to Phillips [9] which states 
that if (p,J is a sequence of bounded additive functions on the power set of 
the integers N such that lim, p,,(d) = 0 for every A C N, then 
lim, Zk I b4)I = 0. 
2. THE LEMMA 
LEMMA (Biting Lemma). Suppose (t+,) is a uniformly bounded sequence of 
additive functions such that pn < h for each n, where h is positive, bounded and 
additive. 
(a) If E and 5 are poktive, then there exists a set C,., and a subsequence 
(pni) (depending on c, 5) satisfring: 
(9 YCd < E; 
(ii) there exists a 6 > 0 such that 1 m,(A)/ < 5 for ewery i whenewer 
A(A) <6andAC52--CC,,,. 
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(b) If all the pn and X are measures, then there exists a subsequence (t$ 
such that for every E > 0 there exists a set B, such that X(B,) < E and (FL,,) is 
uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to X on Sz - B, . 
(c) I f  all the CL,, and h are measures, there exists a subsequence (p,,() that 
converges w2 to a measure p; moreover, p < h and p is the unique w2 limit of this 
subsequence. I f  the plaS are positive, then p is positive. 
Proof. To prove (a), let E, 6 > 0 be given. Let d, be the set of all c > 0 
such that for any 77 > 0 there exists a set E, such that h(E,,) < 17 and 1 pn /(E,,) > c 
for infinitely many n. Note that d, is bounded. We assert that d, is empty 
if and only if (pn) is uac X on Sz. One implication is trivial; to see the other, 
suppose (pn) is not uac h. Then using Theorem I in Brooks [3], we can find 
a sequence of disjoint sets Ai , a sequence of integers (n,) and a c > 0 such 
that 1 pLn, I(AJ > c, for each i. Let N be a positive integer, and 2, ,..., 2, 
disjoint sets of positive integers such that each Zi is infinite. Let Ei = UJEZl Aj , 
i = I,..., N. Since the Ei are disjoint, there exists an i,, such that h(EiO) < 
N-9(0); note that 1 CL,,< I(EiO) > c for all i E Zj, . Since Zi, is infinite and N 
was arbitrary, c E d, . Thus, if d, = O, let C,,, = Ed, and we are finished. 
If  d, # O, let ci = 2-l sup d, , obtain (pr,J C (p,J, a set C, such that 
A(C,) < 2-Q and 1 pr,$ i(C,) > cr for every i. Let da be the set of all c > 0 
such that for any 17 > 0 there exists a set E,, C Q - C, , h(E,,) < 7 such that 
/ ~r,~ I(&) > c for infinitely many i. I f  d, = 0, let C,,, = C, , otherwise 
let c2 = 2-l sup d, , obtain (pz,J C (P,,~) and a set C, such that X(C,) < 2-3~ 
and 1 pz,i i(C,) > c2 for every i. Continue in this fashion. If  any d, = 0, let 
C,,, = 0::; Ci , and we are finished; otherwise we obtain (c,), (C,), (p& , 
where h+,,J C (w.), 4G.J -c 2-‘“+l) E and the C, are disjoint sets such that 
1 pe.i l(C,) > ck for every i. Let (*a* = pk.&. If  there is a co > 0 such that 
cI; > cU for every k, then for any positive integer N, 1 pnN i(UE, Ci) > NC, , 
which would contradict the uniform boundedness of (p,J. Thus clc - 0. Choose 
Iz, such that 4c, < 4 for all k 2 k, . Let C,,, = @, Ci ; note that X(C,,,) < E. 
Assert that there exists a 6 > 0 such that if EC Q - C,,, and h(E) < 6, then 
/ Pi, I(E) < 5 for all k, for if this were not the case, then for every 7 > 0 
there would exist a set E,, C Q - (C, u ... u C+ /\(E,,) < 7 and 1 pflr /(E,) > 4 
for infinitely many k. Thus t/2 E As,, which implies that E/4 < cfiO , a con- 
tradiction. This establishes (a). 
To prove (b), apply (a) to obtain a sequence (pi.0 C &) that works for 
G = G,,.l (c = l/2, 6 = 1). Apply (a) to (/+,J to obtain (~a,~) C (pi,J that 
works for C’s = C1,22,1,2 . Continue in this fashion to obtain subsequences 
(P~,~) C &i,J, and sets C, = CriB~,rik that satisfy (a). Define pn, = pr,s 
and B, = Um>k C, . To see that (Pi,) satisfies (b), let E > 0 be given. Choose 
k, so that 2-(ko-1) < E; hence X(B,&) < E. Now let B > 0 be given and let 
k, be an integer such that I/k, < B and k, > k, . Since C,, C BkO , there is a 
6 > 0 such that whenever A C Q - BfiO C Q - Ckl, and A(A) < 6, then 
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1 pk,i I(A) < l/h < 8, for every i; thus 1 pLnr [(A) < 6 whenever h(A) < S 
and ACa--BkO, for all K > K, , which implies that (m,) is uac h outside 
ofB,=B, . This proves (b). 
To establish (c), using (b) repeatedly, we obtain sequences (/+& , where 
(pk+r,i)i C (pk,i)i, and Sets & , h(&) < 2-’ such that (pk,i)i is UaC h On 
fi - A, for each h. Let B, = U,,+k A,. Then B, \ B = r)k B, , h(B,) + 0 
(hence h(B) = 0) and (p-,) is uac X on IR - B, for every k, where pn, = pisr . 
Since (pLn,) is weakly sequentially compact on B - B, (cf. [7, IV.9.2]), there 
is a subsequence (/.+,n,) that is weakly convergent on a - Bl ; from (~i,~,) 
extract a subsequence that is weakly convergent on Sa - B, , etc. By a diagonal 
process, we can obtain a subsequence that is weakly convergent on Jz - Bk 
for every k. Denote this sequence by (uk). Assume for now that all the p,‘s 
are positive measures. Let gk be the Radon-Nikodym derivative da,ldh, and 
for each k let fk be the non-negative weak limit of (g,) on G - Bk . Extend 
fk to rR by defining it to be zero on B, . Since (sA g, dh) converges to both 
SA fk dh and J-A fk+l Cu for every A C Sz - B, C G - B,,, , it follows that 
fk+l = fk a.e. h on BkG; thus fk <f&l a.e. X. Let fm = limf, ; note that 
fm = 0 on B. By the monotone convergence theorem, fm ill since Jfk = 
lim, &.-=&gn < sup sg, < M for every k, where M is a common bound 
for &(G)). Consequently (ok) converges w2 to St., fm d/\, and fm > 0 a.e. h. 
To handle the general case of signed measures, let p,, = p,,+ - p,,- be the 
Jordan decomposition of fin. By passing to a subsequence we obtain a w2 
limit St., fm+ dh for (~1:‘); then extract from (&J a subsequence (p;,j) which 
converges wa to sfm- dh. Thus (pfi,l) is ws convergent to p = St., ( fm+ - faD-) dh. 
To show uniqueness of w2 limits, suppose ~1 and 7 are wa limits of (pn). 
There exist sequences B, I B, T,, I T, X(B) = A(T) = 0 such that lim p,,(A) = 
p(A) and lim CL,@) = 7(E) w h eneverAC9-BB,1andECB- T,*,forany 
n1, % * Let D, = B, U Tj . Then 0, L D = B u T. Since 1 -r I(D) = 
1 p I(D) = 0 and for any set Q, r(Q - D,) = lim, P~(& - Di) = T(Q - D,), 
we have p(Q) = lim, p( Q - D,) = lim, T(Q - Dj) = T(Q). Hence p = 7. 1 
It would be useful, for example in dealing with processes, to prove the Biting 
Lemma for an uncountable set K of uniformly bounded measures in the following 
form: There exists a countable set D such that K - D is uac h outside a sequence 
of small bites. The following example shows there is no hope. 
EXAMPLE. Let h be Lebesgue measure on 9 = [0, 11. For a non-degenerate 
interval I C Sz, let p,( .) = h(l)-1 St., x, dh; let K = {p,: I C 52). Choose any 
B C Sz such that A(B) < l/2. For S = l/n, partition IR into disjoint intervals 
of length 6. At least one of these intervals, say J, satisfies h(J - B) > 612. 
For intervals close to J, p,( J - B) > l/2, and there are uncountably many 
I’s for which this holds. Hence K - D, for any countable D, cannot be uac X 
outside B. 1 
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We now record, in the form of a proposition, two properties concerning 
w2 limits which will be used later. Recall that an operator T on the space Ll(X), 
h a positive measure, is positive if T(f) > 0 wheneverf 3 0; T is a contraction 
if 11 T 11 < 1. Equality in the sequel is in the sense of equality a.e. 
PROPOSITION. (1) Suppose (pn) is a sequence of measures, pn < A, such 
that (PJ converges w2 to CL. If  7 is a measure satisfying CL,, > 7 for each n and 
-r < A, then W 3 7. 
(2) If  T is a positive contraction on Ll(h) and (f,J is a sequence of positive 
functions from L,(h) such that f,, --&f and Tf, -w2 g, then Tf < g a.e. A. 
Proof. (1) follows from the fact that the positive measures (pn - T) con- 
verges w2 to p - 7, hence TV - 7 is positive by (c) of the Biting Lemma. 
To prove (2), let B, ‘X B be the common sequence of bites for the w2 con- 
vergence of (fn) and (Tf,J. Note that f  and g are positive a.e. A; T* denotes 
the adjoint of T. Fix i and observe that for any j and h EL,+(A), 
j 
BLC 
hTfn dh = j T*(h&)f, dx > j 
Bj” 
T*(hI,Jf, A 
Since (TfJ and (fn) converge weakly to g and f  respectively on BiC, we have 
s hg dA = lim BZC ?I j BtO h(Tf,) dh 3 lip j BjC T*(hIBjc)fn dh 
zz 
s BjC 
T*(hIB<,)f dh. 
Let j -+ cc and obtain 
s hg dA 2 j T*(hI,<,)f dh = j hTf dA. BiC BiC 
Since h and i were arbitrary, it follows that g > Tf a.e. A. fi 
3. APPLICATIONS TO MEASURE THEORY 
Now we state the additive form of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem for Banach- 
valued functions [3]. Only the scalar case will be proved; the vector case can 
be proved in a similar fashion with some modifications. 
THEOREM 1. Let (pa) be a sequence of additive bounded Banach-valued 
measures such that p,, < A for each n, where A is additive, positive and bounded. 
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Suppose lim pn(E) exists for ewery set E. Then (t.+J is un;formly absolutely con- 
tinuous /\. 
Proof. Assume the CL,, are scalar valued. The sequence being setwise bounded 
is uniformly bounded by the Nikodym boundedness theorem for additive 
functions (see [fl). If (pn) is not uac h, there exists a c > 0, (Ei), (Pi.> such 
that h(EJ + 0 and 1 pn,(Et)I > c for each i. Assume n, = i. Pick an integer 
Kr and r], > 0; use the Biting Lemma to obtain a set C, = C+, , h(C,) < 6, 
and a subsequence (P~,,J so that I PX, I(G) < rl, ad I A,% I(&,, - cl) -c rll 
for n 2 ha for some k, (use pk, < h to find a suitable 6, ; use h(Er,,) --+ 0 
to find a suitable k,). Let vs > 0; use the Biting Lemma on the space C, with 
the sew- h.n)n)kl to obtain a set C2 = G,.,,, C G ad (~2,~) C (hhk, , 
NC21 < a2 so that I h.k, I(G) < rll ad I p2.n l(%.n n G - C2N < 7, for 
n > k, for some h. Again use the Biting Lemma, this time on the space C, 
with the sequence (~2,J,>ks to obtain, for qa > 0, a set C’s = C+,, C C, , 
h(G) < 82 ad a sequence hJ C (PZ.AZM, such that I p2,k, I(G) < 71~ and 
I ~s,~ J(ESSn (C2 - Ca)) < r/a for 7t > k, for a suitable k, . Note that 
h.k,-Pk,)(%,, n (c,-c2)) > c-3% and I(~2.f,-hk,)(E2,k8 n (c,-c,)>l > 
c - 277r - 27s . Continue in this fashion to obtain a sequence (,u~,~,+,), disjoint 
sets zi = &ki+, n (C, - Ci+r), (Q) such that if ui = pi,ki+l - ,.+r,k,, then, 
for i > 2, 
(*I I 4G)l > c - 71 - 72 - 1.’ - vim2 - 2r]i-r - 2Ti > C/2 for appro- 
priately chosen Q , Define /& on subsets of N by pk(d) = uk(uisd Z,), d C N. 
Note that lim /lk(4) = 0 for each d since P~,~,+,(E) -+ for each E. By Phillip’s 
Theorem, lim, xi ) rS,(i)/ = 0, which contradicts (*), since ) pk(k)I > c/2 for 
all k. 1 
For a topological space Q, the Bore1 field is the a-field generated by the 
open subsets of 9. Regularity of a measure is defined in terms of open and 
closed sets as in Dunford and Schwartz [7, 1X5.11]. 
THEOREM 2. Let Q be a normal Hausdofl space, (pn) a sequence of additive 
regular set functions defined on the Bore1 subsets of Q. Assume &,.Ln) is un;formly 
bounded. If lim p,,(U) exists for every open set U, then lim p,,(B) exists for every 
Bore1 set B. The limit set function is also regular. If, in addition, 52 is compact, 
then the uniform boundedness assumption is super@ous. 
The above conclusions hold for Banach-valued set functions. 
Proof. Assume the set functions are scalar valued and 9 is normal. If 
there is a Bore1 set B such that 1impJB) does not exist, there is an E > 0 
and (Pi,) such that I pn,+,(B) - pn,(B)I > E for all i. Let ui = pnl+, - EC*, ;
the u1 are uniformly bounded, regular, ui( U) + 0 for U open, and ei < h, 
where A is the regular bounded additive function X = x6 2-{ I ui I. Let 
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r], , r]a , ~a > 0 be given. There exists a 6 > 0 such that h(A) < 6 implies 
1 or I(A) < or . We assert 
(*) There exists a subsequence (a,,,) of (ui) and an open set A, such 
that h(A,) < 6 and 1 al,,(B n A,)1 > E - 372 for all n. 
To see this, use the Biting Lemma and obtain a set A8,+ = A, and (A,~) 
such that h(A,) < 6 and a 6, > 0 satisfying: Q C Sz - A, and X(Q) < 6, 
implies 1 o,,, I(Q) < 7a for all it. By the regularity of h, we can assume A, 
is open. Again by regularity, obtain an open set U r) B such that X( U - B) < 6, . 
Thus 
for large 72 since (a,,,) tends to zero on U and U n A, . Start (pr,J with n 
large so that [ u,,~(B n A,)1 > E - 37, for all tl. This proves (*). 
By regularity, obtain an open set U, I> B so that I a, I( VI - B) < 71 . Thus 
(**) I f  C is a closed subset of A, , then 
I q(Ul- C)l 3 I ~0 - C)l - I ud(U, - B) - ‘2 
t I @)I - Ia, I(C) - 101 I(U, - B) > E - 371. 
We now assert 
(***) There exists a closed set C C A, and an integer k, such that 
1 U&B n C)] > E - 3~7~ - 273a for all n 3 K, . 
I f  we deny (***), then for any closed subset C of A, , by (*), I ulJB n 
A, - c)l 2 273 f  or infinitely many a (depending on C). Pick C, CA, and 
an integer t, such that I ul,tl (B n (A, - C)) 1 3 2~ . Get a closed set C,* such 
that C, C Cf CA, and I IJ~,~~ I(A, - Cz) < 7, . By normality, obtain an open 
set I’, such that C,* C V, C 7r C A, . Thus I u,~,~(B n (V, - Cl))/ > 73. 
Let L, be an open subset of V, containing B n (Vi - C,) such that if D1 = 
L, n (V, - C,), then 1 u,,,l(D,)I > 73. Let C, = Vi, choose t, > tr such 
that I u~,~,(B n (4 - C2))l 3 2% . As before, obtain a closed set C,* and 
an open set I’, such that C, C C,* C I’, C r2 C A, satisfying I ul,ts [(A, - C,*) < 
71~ and I w,P n Pi - C,))] > q3 . There exists an open subset of V2 , say L, 
such thatl, 1 B n (V, - C,) and if D, = L, n (V, - C,), then I utl(D2)I > 73. 
Note that Dl and D, are disjoint open sets. Continue in this fashion to obtain 
t1 < .‘. < t* , disjoint open set Dl ,..., D, , and open sets I’, ,..., V, such 
that Di C F’$ C vg C Ai , i = 1,2 ,..., K, and 1 ut,(Di)I > 73 . Let C,,, = rk ; 
choose t,, > tl, and construct Dk+l = L,, n (V,,, - C,,,) for suitable 
L Vk,l> k+l , where I u~~+~(D~+J~ > 71~ . Thus we obtain a sequence of disjoint 
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open sets Dk and (u~J such that 1 u,~(D,)I > q9 . Define pn on subsets of N 
by B/&V = ~t~(Urs~ D,). S ince (ut,) converges to zero on open sets, the additive 
set functions converge to zero on every d. Since 1 flk(k)I > 73 , we have a 
contradiction by Phillip’s Theorem. This establishes (***). 
Thus there exists a closed set C, C A, and a k, such that 1 ur,,(B A C,)l > 
B - 317a - 2~~ for all n > K, . Obtain an open set WI such that C, C WI C 
WrCA1. By (**), if 2, = Ur- WI, then Iur(Z,)I >c-3317i. Note that 
2, is open and 2, C S - WI. Since 7, , qa , r], are independent, set 37)r = c/4; 
37, + 27, = c/4; kl = 1. Now work with the new open space WI and 
h.n)n>k* - Let Br = B n C, ; 1 qn(Bl)I > E - e/4, n > K, . Given +jr , +a , 
;is > 0, find as before (ua,J C (u&,~~, and an open set A, C WI , where 
Aa = Aa,*, , h(A,) < 8, 8 being a positive number such that 1 u~,~, I(A) < +jl, 
if h(A) < 8. There exists a 8i > 0 such that if Q C WI - A, and h(Q) < 8, , 
then I ua,, I(Q) < ?a. Again obtain an open set U, C WI such that U, 1 B1 
and I a+( Ua n (WI - C))l > Q - c/4 - 377i , whenever C is a closed subset 
of A,. As outlined above, I u,,,(B, n A& > Q - c/4 - 3+a for n sufhciently 
large. As in (***), find a closed set C, C A, and an integer k, such that 
I ~A4 n Cdl > E - 814 - 372 - 2ij, for n > kB . 
Get an open set W, C A, such that C, C W, C tYs C A,. Let 2, = Ua n 
(WI - ra); set 355 = 3+jr. + Zij, = c/42. Then 
I %&)I > E - E/4 - d42 
and 
I u2.nPa)l > 6 - E/4 - e/42 
for n 2 K, , where B, = Bl (7 C, . Now the new space to work on is W, . 
By induction, obtain a disjoint sequence of open sets Zi and (u~,~~+~) such that 
1 uji.lc‘+,(zj)l > l - ‘/4 - **- - e/4’. 
Let pj be defined on subsets on N by 
Since Bj(d) + 0 for each d and 1 pi(i)1 > c/2 f or each i, we have a contradiction 
in view of Phillip’s Theorem. Thus lim p,(A) exists for every Bore1 set A. 
Let p(A) = lim p”(A). Since p,, < T, where T = Cj 2-j 1 p( 1, we have by 
Theorem 1 that p,, Q T uniformly in n. Since T is regular, it follows that p 
is regular. 
If sd is compact, the proof in Brooks [2] (using Phillip’s Theorem in place 
of Schur’s Theorem) shows that the (p,J are uniformly bounded if (tc,( U)) 
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is a bounded sequence for each open set U, where, in general, the bounded 
depends upon U. 
Suppose the CL,, are X-valued, where X is a Banach space with dual space 
X*, and P~( U) + for every open set U. If  lim pn(B) does not exist for a Bore1 
set B, then obtain an E > 0, x: E X*, j xf 1 < 1, (p,i) such that if (TV = 
XP(P~i+l - pni), then ] ai( > E for all i. The oi are uniformly bounded, 
regular and ui( U) -+ 0 on open sets. By the scalar case, ai + a(A) for every 
Bore1 set A. o is regular and u(U) = 0 for U open, hence u = 0, a contradiction 
since ] u,(B)1 > E for each i. a 
DEFINITIONS. Let Y be a subfamily of Z such that 9 is closed under 
finite intersections and countable unions. A set function p on 2 is Y-regular 
if for A E Z and E > 0, there exist S, , S, in 9 such that Sac C A C S, and 
1 TV I(& n S,) < E. Y is normal if S, and S, belong to 9’ and Sac C S, imply 
there exist S, , S, in Y such that Sac C S, C Sdc C S, . Note that if Y is the 
class of open subsets of a normal space 52, then Y is normal and Y-regularity 
of a measure coincides with regularity. 
The following is essentially a corollary to the above proof and it is stated 
as a theorem. We remark that the conditions in the hypothesis below are in 
a sense minimal: Y must be dense in 2, and, as examples easily show, Y 
must have more structure than an algebra, that is it must be closed under 
countable unions. The “sandwich” property is the only real requirement. 
THEOREM 2’. Suppose Y is a normal subfamily of the measurable space 
(S, 2). Assume that (.+J is a sequence of jinitely additive Y-regular set functions 
which is uniformly bounded. If  lim p,(S) exists for every S in 9, then lim pL,(E) 
exists for every E E 2. The limit set function is also Y-regular. 
Let ba(,E) denote the Banach space of bounded additive functions defined 
on 2, with jl p 11 = ] p j(Q), for p E ha(Z). We shall use Theorem 2’ to establish 
criteria for weak convergence in ha(Z). 
COROLLARY 2’. Let Y be a normal subfamily of the measurable space (Q, Z). 
Assume (p,) is a sequence of Y-regular elements from ha(Z). Then (CL,,) converges 
weakly to an element ,u E ha(Z) if and only if (p,J is uniformly bounded and 
pn(S) --f p(S) for each S in 9’. 
Proof. I f  (pn) converges weakly to an element CL, then (p,J is uniformly 
bounded and pJE) -+ p(E) for each E. Now suppose lim ,u,(S) exists for each S 
in 9’ and (p,J is uniformly bounded. By Theorem 2’, lim p%(E) exists for every E 
in Z: By Theorem 1, (p,J is uac h, where X = xi 2-i j pi /. Let p(E) = 
lim p,(E); it is known ([7, IV.13.171) that the uniform absolute continuity 
of (pn) and setwise convergence imply pn + p weakly in ha(Z). 1 
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4. AN APPLICATION TO SUPERADDITIVE PROCESSES 
Let (Q, Z, h) be a positive finite measure space and let T be a positive con- 
traction of L, e L&2, Z, h). A sequence (s,J of functions from L, is said to 
be a superadditive process (with respect to T) if sk+,, > sic + Tks, , subadditive 
if the inequality is reversed, and additive if it is both superadditive as well 
as subadditive. Note that if (s,J is superadditive, then the process (s, - 
~~~~ TksO) is superadditive and is composed of non-negative functions, as 
pointed out in [l]. By a positive superadditive process we shall mean a super- 
additive process satisfying in addition, s,, = 0 and sk > 0, k = 1,2,... . A 
typical additive process is obtained by taking the partial sums of the powers 
of T acting on a fixed function f, that is s, = f + Ts,-, , and it is easily shown 
that any additive process can be written in that form with f = s1 . 
We shall now give a proof based on the Biting Lemma of Akcoglu-Sucheston’s 
superadditive ergodic theorem. Their proof as well as ours makes use of an 
idea of Kingman [8]. Before stating the theorem, it is necessary to define the 
time constant of the process. We make the further assumption, as done in 
[l], that T is Markovian, that is, sf dh = J Tf dh, for f E L,+. Since sk+,,, > 
sk + Tks, , one has a,,, >, a, + a, , where ai = Jsi dh. Observe that a, = 
(a, - an-k) + (an-k - an-ak) $- .” + (ask - ak) + ak > nk-la, , SO that 
n-la, > k-lak for n > k. This implies that lim Jn-lsn dA = y exists; y  is 
called the time constant of the process. It may be finite or infinite. An exact 
dominant of a superadditive process (s,J is a function g EL,+ such that 
sg dh = y  and x:iz-,’ Tig > s, a-e. h for each n. The key theorem to proving 
the ergodic theorem for superadditive processes is the existence of an exact 
dominant of the process; the proof in [l] partially motivated the Biting Lemma. 
THEOREM 3. Let (s,J be a positive superudditive process with finite time 
constant y. Then there exists a positive additive process (g,) such that 
(a) /gldA = y; 
(b) g, > s, fur each n. 
That is, there is an exact dominunt g, for the process. 
Proof. Let pm = m-l ~~=, (si - Ts,-,). It follows from superadditivity that 
qrn > 0 and since T is Markovian, J p’m dA = Jm-Is,,, dA < y. Also, if 1 < 
n < m, then 
n-1 n-1 m 
m & T”~I,,, = c c (Tkss, - Tk+4i-1) 
X=0 $4 
n-1 m-n 78-l 
= zl (‘i - Tisof f go (sn+i - T*sd) + C (T”s, - T”s~-,,+~). 
i=l 
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The trick [8] to the last equality in (*) is to arrange the second summation in an 
n X m array of terms (T%, - Tk+l~i-I)~~, Eli and then take sums in a diagonal 
fashion from the upper left corner to the lower right corner to obtain cancella- 
tion. Indeed, this trick plus an easy application of the Biting Lemma constitutes 
the proof of the theorem. 
From superadditivity, we have s,+~ - Tnsi > s, , implying that, (s,, = 0), 
n-1 
( 
la-1 
c T”v,,, > m-l(m - n + 1) s, + m-l zI [si + T”s,,, - Tns,,,-n+i] 
k=O 
(**) 
since s, 2 s,-~ + Tn-is,+,+i. 
For each K, apply (c) of the Biting Lemma to obtain a subsequence of 
( Tkp+,J, that converges ws to a function v’m” E& , since the sequence ( TICrp,), 
is uniformly bounded in L, . By a diagonal procedure, we can choose a sub- 
sequence (mi) such that Tkymt --P’ q~~k for each K. By (**) and (a) of the 
Proposition, it follows that CEit vWk > s, ; by (b) of the Proposition, we have 
TP),~ < &? Define gl = vmo + X2, (d? - Tpl,*); hence g, > 0 and 
g, = x:1; TigI 2 x;:; qmk 2 s, . Note that if (B,) are the bites corre- 
sponding to TV, -# P)~O, then sBSC TV, dA -+ sBgC vmo dh, which implies 
sp),” dh < y. Hence sg, dh < J~J~” dh < y. On the other hand, n Jg, dh > 
J-s,dh, sosg,dh &rlJs,dh+y. 1 
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